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Abstract

One of the primary challenges in the process of low-thrust mission design is the development of an
appropriate initial guess for the combined state and control history of a trajectory. To address this
challenge, one technique assembles dynamical structures, such as periodic orbits and their associated
manifolds into discontinuous chains that are corrected to locally optimal transfer solutions via direct
transcription. Typically, the links employed in this orbit chain approach are ballistic trajectories, and
thrust arcs are added primarily to facilitate corrections that remove the discontinuities between links.
However, employing only natural arcs in an initial guess may obscure the mass or time optimal trajectory
which can possess a drastically different geometry and control history after the corrections process. To
mitigate this possibility, dynamical structures that leverage low-thrust are incorporated into the orbit
chain approach. These additional structures expand the options available for the construction of an
initial guess and guide the direct transcription algorithm toward an optimal solution by including an
informed approximation of the control history.

In this work a low-thrust (LT) force is added to the equations that define the circular restricted three-
body problem (CR3BP) to construct a combined model, the CR3BP-LT. Techniques from dynamical
systems theory are applied to gain insight into the combined dynamics and to generate a variety of
useful structures. Representative transfer scenarios are employed to demonstrate how these structures
facilitate orbit chain construction by offering new geometries and reducing state discontinuities between
links. Furthermore, insights from the CR3BP-LT model are employed to inform the selection of arcs
included in an orbit chain and to guide the formulation of the initial control history. Following orbit
chain assembly, direct transcription is applied to converge upon locally optimal transfer trajectories in
the CR3BP. Finally, results are transitioned to a high-fidelity model for validation.

Results indicate that the inclusion of low-thrust dynamical structures within an orbit chain framework
is a straightforward and effective approach for low-thrust trajectory design. Moreover, this method is
adaptable to a wide variety of system and spacecraft models as well as many different transfer scenarios.
This approach is particularly useful for transfer design between stable or nearly stable orbits that do not
possess natural manifold structures that facilitate arrival into or departure from the orbits. Overall, low-
thrust dynamical structures offer a promising new catalog of options for use in the orbit chain approach
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to design optimal low-thrust trajectories.
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